
Waves

Uses and applications of electromagnetic waves.

Explain briefly why light is suitable for 

ibre optic cables† ( ).

Waves

Uses and applications of electromagnetic waves.

Explain briefly why ultraviolet radiation is 

use ul or security mar in † ( ).

Waves

Uses and applications of electromagnetic waves.

Explain briefly why X-rays and gamma rays 

are use  in me icine† ( ).

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What are the poles of a magnet?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What happens when two magnets are 

brought close together?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What force occurs when two like poles are 

brought close together?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What force occurs when two unlike poles 

are brought close together?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What is a permanent magnet?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What is an induced magnet?

Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What type of force does an induced 

magnet always cause?



Under normal light the security mark will be 

invisible to thieves.

Visible light is refracted which allows it to 

travel along long lengths of cable. It is not 

absorbed or scattered as it travels along.

These are the places where the magnetic 

forces are the strongest.

X-rays are transmitted through flesh but 

are absorbed by denser material such as 

bone.

The magnets repel each other. They exert a force on each other.

A magnet that produces its own magnetic 

field.

The magnets are attracted to each other.

Attraction. A material that becomes a magnet when it 

is placed in a magnetic field.



Waves

Poles of a magnet.

What happens when an induced magnet is 

removed from the magnetic field?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

Name four types of magnetic material.

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What is a magnetic field.

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What force occurs between a magnet and 

a magnetic material?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What does the strength of the magnetic 

field depend upon?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

Where is the magnetic field strongest?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What is the direction of the magnetic field 

at any point?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What is the direction of the magnetic field 

line from pole to pole?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

What does a magnetic compass contain?

Waves

Magnetic fields.

n what irection oes the compass nee le 

point?



Iron, steel, cobalt and nickel. It loses most of its magnetism quickly.

Attraction. The region around the magnet where a 

force acts on magnetic material.

At the poles. The distance from the magnet.

From the north pole to the south pole. The direction is given the direction of the 

force that would act on a north pole placed 

at that point.

The needle points in the direction of the 

earth’s magnetic field.

A small bar magnet.



Waves

Magnetic fields.

Describe how to plot the magnet field 

pattern of a magnet using a compass.

Waves

Magnetic fields.

Evaluate the idea that the core of the 

Earth must be magnetic.

Waves

Electromagnetism

What happens when a current flows 

through a conducting wire?

Waves

Electromagnetism

What does the strength of of the magnetic 

field in a conducting wire depend upon?

Waves

Electromagnetism

What is a solenoid?

Waves

Electromagnetism

Describe the magnetic field inside a 

solenoid.

Waves

Electromagnetism

Describe the magnetic field around a 

solenoid.

Waves

Electromagnetism

How can the strength of a solenoid be 

increased?

Waves

Electromagnetism

What is an electromagnet.

Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

Describe the motor effect.



The behaviour of a bar magnet in a 

magnetic field shows that on earth they 

are affect by large magnetic field. As a 

result a compass can be used to point in a 

northern direction.

Move a compass around a magnet and plot 

the direction of the compass, using arrows, 

to build up a picture of the magnetic field.

The strength of the magnetic field depends 

upon the current through the wire and the 

distance from the wire.

A magnetic field is produce around the 

wire.

The magnetic field is strong and uniform. A coil of wire.

Adding an iron core to the solenoid. The magnetic field has a similar shape to a 

bar magnet.

When a conductor is placed in a magnetic 

field, the magnet producing the field and 

the conductor exert a force on each other 

called the motor effect.

An electromagnet is a solenoid with an iron 

core.



Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

What does the thumb represent in 

lemin 's le t han  rule

Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

What does the first finger represent in 

lemin 's le t han  rule

Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

What does the second finger represent in 

lemin 's le t han  rule

Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

What is the unit of magnetic flux density?

Waves

lemin 's le t han  rule ( )

What is the symbol for magnetic flux 

density?

Waves

Electric motors (HT)

What does a current carrying coil of wire 

in a magnetic field tend to do?

Waves

Electric motors (HT)

What are the directions of the forces on 

the coil in a motor?

Waves

Electric motors (HT)

What swaps the contact every half turn in 

a motor?

Waves

Electric motors (HT)

Name two ways the direction of of the 

motor can be reversed.

Waves

Electric motors (HT)

Name three ways the speed of the motor 

can be increased.



Direction of magnetic field. Direction of motion.

Tesla (T). Direction of current.

Rotate. B

Split ring commutator. One force acts up the other acts down.

Increasing the current, adding more turns 

to the coil or increasing the magnetic flux 

density.

Swapping the polarity of the dc supply or 

swapping the magnetic poles.


